
REPUBLIC OF KENYA
IN THE TAX APPEALS TRIBUNAL

APPEAL NO.109 OF 2015

VITROCISET S.P.A KENYA LIMITED APPELLANT

VERSUS

COMMISSIONER OF DOMESTIC TAXES RESPONDENT

3.

a established

BACKGROUND

1. The Appellant Company, Vltre

Appellant" is a branch of Vitro a company incorporated in

Italy. The Appellant's dress for the purpose

Co., Certified Public ts, Morningside 0

B), 2nd Floor, Ngong Ro

The Resp
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2.

d collecting taxes on

to as "ASI") whereby A

reement with Italian Space Agency,

ublic of Italy (hereinafter referred

tracted Vitrociset S.P.A. Italy to carry out

certain assignments at the~.,.)te Tracking and Launching Station, San

Marco, Malindi, Kenya. The project is a collaborative venture between the

Governments of Kenya and Italy. Pursuant to that Vitrociset S.P.A. Italy

registered a branch in Kenya to carry out local assignments.

4. In view of the highly sophisticated nature of the project coupled with the

lack of capacity in Kenya to carry out all the undertakings pertaining to the

project, some specific and distinct parts of the service/activity which cannot

be carried out in Kenya are done in Italy where typically, the related

corresponding expenses pertaining to the income earned there are incurred

in Italy and not claimed in the Appellant's Financial Statements.



5. The Respondent carried out an Audit on the Appellant between the period

13th September, 2012 and 25th January, 2013, whereupon completion of the

Audit the Respondent in its letter dated 25th January, 2013, advised the

Appellant that it had examined its records and that:

(a) It had noted that the Appellant had declared Kshs.95,422,354/=

as its sales instead of Kshs.122,765,783/= as per the contract

between ASI and Vitrociset Italy and ipso facto omitted income in

its declaration.

(b) The Respondent had disallowed Kshs.67,767,821/= refundable

he Respondent had noted that

the expenses did not ~ the limits provided under the

contract and thus refu dabl subject to income tax.
*" '\ ~

(c) The Appellant had not subjected Kshs.12,742,607/= management

or professional fees paid to non-resid ts to Withholding tax.

(d) Consequently, Corporation tax and Wi hhplding tax payable

amounted Kshs.51,e02,242/= and Kshs.3,415,019/=

respectively.

6. In their letter dated 28th February, 2013, the t en Agents of the Appellant

replied to the Respondent's letter and explained tliat:

(a) The inc9,rne receivable by the Appellant was split between the
'" 3".

parent co~" any Vitrociset lialy and its Branch the Appellant, in

.the service provided by the respective offices
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viz:

33.33% € 216,365

€ 439,287

€ 655,652

(b) The amount refundable was still being established.

(c) Kshs.12,742,607/= would not be subjected to Withholding tax if

it was being added back.

7. The Respondent replied to the letter from the Appellant's then Agent vide

its letter dated 13th March, 2013 and stated that the sharing of income

Vitrociset Italy

Vitrociset Kenya 66.67%

between Vitrociset S.P.A. Italy and the Appellant was contrary to Section

3(1) of the Income Tax Act (ITA), which imposes tax to all income of a



person, whether resident or non-resident which accrued in or was derived

from Kenya.

8. Thereafter the Respondent issued an assessment dated 12th July, 2013 which

the Appellant Objected to on 7th August, 2013.

9. In its letter dated 17th May, 2013, the Agents of the Appellant explained

that the services that were performed by the parent company are not

subject to Kenyan income tax and further that since the parent company has

a branch in Kenya, the issue of the branch making a payment to a non-

resident person would not arise.

10. In its letter dated 12th July, 2013, espondent reiterated that the

11.

corporation tax was chargeable 0 , difference between income as per

accounts and income as per cAtacts,~o~rthe year 2011. The Respondent,
pointed out that the disallowed expenses' relation to professional

fees, fuel, gas, repairs and maintenance.

Subsequently in its ~r dated 17th May,

explained that:

(a) There was no

Respondent had treated as ornitt income was income that
~

related to the services performed by tfie parent company in Italy
z

and liad accordingly incurred the related costs.
~~, ~

(b) The mana: '" ent fees are just a recharge of consultants' expenses
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12. The Respondent and the [lant's then Agents were later in agreement
, ,"'-

on all issues other than the inc~~e that is split between the Appellant and

the parent company for which inter alia, the Respondent issued a

Confirmation Notice dated 14th May, 2014 for Kshs.21,132,230/=.

13. The Respondent subsequently issued another letter dated 23rd May 2014.

The principal tax therein being Kshs.18,865,666/= made up of:-

(a) Kshs.1O,253,785/= on account of income of Vitrociset S.P.A Italy,

chargeable in Italy.

(b) Kshs.8,611,880/= on account of agreed Withholding tax on

professional fees, fuel, gas repairs and maintenance (total
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Kshs.22, 965,015/=), an issue the Appellant prays to allow it to

revisit during the hearing of this appeal.

14. The Appellant has paid an amount of Kshs.7,905,497/= being 30% of the

tax in dispute including penalties and interest as stipulated in the Act.

15. Pursuant to Rule 6(1)(c) of the Income Tax (Local Committee) Rules, the

Appellant appeals against Kshs.1O,253,785/= principal tax mentioned at

paragraph 13(a) above and prays to set it aside and also prays to allow it to

revisit the principal tax amounting to Kshs.8,611,880/= mentioned in

paragraph 13(b) above since the basis of the said tax/agreement is not clear

to the Appellant.

16. The Appeal before consolidation of the Appeals filed

before the Income Tax Local Corn ittee at Mombasa and the Value Added

Tax Appeals Tribunal at Nairobi both dated 26th June, 2014 against the

decision of the Respondent dated 14th May 2014 declining to amend the

assessment in line with the Income Tax objection and VAT objection both

"-17. ISSUES FOR DETERMINATION

i) Whether there is proper

determination on;

ii) Whether the income with regard to the contract services was earned in
~Kenya and charg ble to corporat~ tax and VAT;

iii) Whether the Respo ,e'nt was correct in disallowing the expenses;

iv) w.;" correct in charging the Withholding Tax.
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18. APPELLANT'S ARGUMENTS

Vitrociset S.P.A Italy incorporated the Appellant as a foreign branch,

to assist in purely contractual matters and to undertake

implementation of matters that would not be undertaken in Italy or

remotely.

ii After assessing the workflows, Vitrociset S.P.A Italy determined,

through accounting formula, that 33.33% of the contract value for

this project was attributable to work done by the company in Italy



and 66.67% was in relation to the mechanical, installation and other

general services rendered by the Appellant in Kenya.

iii Consequently, Vitrociset S.P.A Italy paid taxes on the income

component of 33.33% in Italy. The Appellant, being a locally

registered company paid corporation tax on the income component

of 66.67% in Kenya at the rate applicable to foreign branches, i.e.

37.5%. Further, the branch paid VAT at 16% on the amounts

equivalent to 66.67% of the contract value.

iv Pursuant to Article IV (9)(a)(i) and (ii) of the inter-governmental
A

contract, the Government of enva was required to grant an

exemption from taxes and les on all goods and equipment

supplied by the Government of Italy for implementation of mutually

agreed programmes provided that the said exemption would only

apply where the goods are either ~Sumed on the project or

transferred to 60vernment of Kenya." '

v All the monies utilized on this space
e,

funds/grants from the Government of Italy. Therefore; they do not
it t . d .!> f ~. Kon I u e Income env rom cr ' enya.

vi ed Tax Ac, ,$ 3 provides that any

subsidiary legislation made under the repealed Value Added Tax Act

at the commencement of this~act (Value Added Tax Act, 2013) shallt,.,
remain in force-so ff as it is nQt inconsistent with this Act (Value

~ ,.~
Added Tax Act, 2013fwor until subsidiary legislation with respect to

the same matter is made under this Act (Value Added Tax Act, 2013).

vii Section 68(6)(c) of the Value Added Tax Act, 2013 further provides

that "unless a contrary intention appears, the commencement of this

Act shall not affect an investigation, legal proceedings or remedy in

respect of a right, privilege, obligations, liability, penalty, forfeiture

or punishment and any such investigation, legal proceedings or

remedy may be instituted, continued or enforced and such penalty,

forfeiture or punishment may be imposed as if this Act had not been

passed".
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viii It is therefore NOT TRUE that the Value Added Tax (Appeals) Rules

of 1990, the Income Tax (Local Committees) Rules, 1974 and the

Value Added Tax (Tribunal) Rules did not apply to these

proceedings. There is no ambiguity in Section 68(6)(c) of the Value

Added Tax Act, 2013. The Subsidiary Legislation continued to exist

even after commencement of the Value Added Tax Act, 2013.

There was no inconsistency between the Value Added Tax Act, 2013

and the Subsidiary Legislation, as alleged by the Respondent, merely

for failure to provide for an appeals mechanism. The Respondent is

precluded from speculating on as in the mind of Parliament

ix

x Respondent misinterpre

Interpretations

(2010)]. Laws

remain in forc

While the Appel

Section 22 of the

a repealed law shall

xi ispute that the

that such po s not fettered

power of the

on defined principles

xii For this in favour of the

Respondent, have first applied and

demonstrated to th aunal that the delay in lodging the Response

is not inordinate and e it is inordinate, the Respondent must

give plausible explanation to the satisfaction of the Tribunal why it

occurred and what steps the Respondent took to ensure that it came

to the Tribunal as soon as was practicable.

xiii But the Respondent ab initio, never intended to follow the law and

never intended to Appea\. In an attempt to discourage or frustrate

the Appellant's effort to file the Appeal, the Respondent, in its letter

dated 30th June, 2014 unequivocally stated that the Appellant should

not anticipate any further action on the Appeal documents by the

Respondent.
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xiv

xv

xvi

The Respondent has not advanced any explanation to show that

delay in filing its response was not inordinate. Instead. the

Respondent has relied on the provisions of the Article 159(2)(d) of

the Constitution to arm-twist this Honourable Tribunal.

In the caseof Aviation Cargo Support Limited versus St. Mark Freight

Services Limited, Civil Application 98 of 2013 (2014) Eklr, the Court

of Appeal in determining an Application to file and serve a Record of

Appeal out of time stated lithe Order whether or not to grant an

extension of the time or leave to file and serve a record of appeal

out of time is discretionary. .s; tscretion is exercised judiciously

with a view to doing justice Court to exercise its discretion in

favour of an Applicant, demonstrate to the Court that

the delay in lodging th eal is not inordinate and

inate the Applicant m . e plausible explanation

Court why it oc and what steps theto the satisfa

Applicant took

e. In th

s soon as was

Cllines will be
"0ib

eeble and zealous. The

pens, the reason why

tisfactorily including the steps taken

aw by coming to Court to seek

out of time... "in this case, the

n or explanation as to why the Applicant

waited for more than months to file his record of Appeal. "...

There is no reason given to show what may have militated against

the making by the Applicant of such application earlier. The delay is

inordinate and has not been explained. I so find. Even where an

Appeal is meritorious, if the delay is too inordinate and has not been

explained at all, leave ought not to be granted to lodge record of

appeal out of time." The Court of Appeal dismissed the application

for extension of time.

This, however, does not necessarily mean that the procedural

technicalities imposed by law may be ignored altogether. The
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Supreme Court, in the case of Raila Odinga and 5 others versus the

IESC and 3 others (2013) eKLR, stated that Article 159(2)(d) of the

Constitution of Kenya, 2010 did not mean that procedural

technicalities imposed by the law may be ignored. "... Article

159(2)(d) of the Constitution was not meant to oust obligation of

litigants to comply with procedural requirements as they seek justice

from other courts... "

xvii Moreover, a statutory limitation of time cannot be treated as a mere

procedural technicality that may be overlooked under the provisions

of Article 159(2)(d) of the Constl of Kenya, 2010. In the case of

Kakuta Maimai Hamisi v P

the Court of Appeal C aranja, W. Ouko and P.O Kiage

stated that "... the que appeal goes to jurisdiction

and is so fun 0 hold that absence of

statutory dona

be ignored by p ide 159 (2)(d)

of ~(d) to be a

, nay, a gen·

and defaults case, the Court of

e Right to appeal in an interlocutory

ppellant alleged that a prohibition

tory decisions of the High Court

spirit of the Constitution and paying undue

homage to procedural t

xviii Rather, a statutory limitation of time is a substantive legal

requirement that goes to the jurisdiction of this Honourable Tribunal

and must be adhered to at all times. The Court of Appeal in the case

of Mumo Matemu v Trusted Society of Human Rights Alliance & 5

Others [2013] eKLR, stated that "... in our view, it is misconception to

claim as it has been in recent times with increased frequency that

compliance with rules of procedure is antithetical to Article 159 of

the Constitution and the overriding objective principle under Sedion

lA and lB of the Civil Procedure Act (Cap 21) and Section 3A and 3B
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of the Appellate Jurisdktion Ad (Cap 9). Procedure is also

handmaiden of just determination of cases. Cases cannot be dealt

with justly unless the parties and the Court know the issues in

controversy. Pleadings assist in that regard and are a tenet of

substantive justice, as they give fair notice to the other party ... "

xix While it is true that this Honourable Tribunal should address itself to

the substantive issue before it, the Tribunal should address itself to

the substantive legal requirements for filing this suit as they affect the

jurisdiction of the Tribunal to deal with the merits and/ or facts of the

case.

xx Respondent's pleadings this Honourable Tribunal are

irregularly and irnprope] the Tribunal as they have been

filed out of time and without leave" f this Honourable Tribunal.

There is therefore no proper Pleading 0

Honourable THl:>unal.
'Il

Honourable

xxi

ighly irregular for the

Tribunal to act suo moto or In other words, on its own motion and

extend time where no such request was made and from evidence

adduced unde~ara raph xi ab'ove, the Respondent never intended

to.

xxii In the Ibrahim Ahmed (Suing as the Personal

Representative of the Estate of Anisa Sheikh Hassan (Deceased) v Lem

Lem Teklue Muzolo [2013] eKLR Court of Appeal observed that the

issue of limitation was never before the Learned Judge (at the High

Court) "•. .Indeed, the Respondent never participated in the suit. She

neither entered Appearance nor filed a Defence pleading despite

being served. The issue of statutory limitation was brought up by the

learned Judge suo moto during formal proof, interlocutory judgment

having long been entered ... " the Court of Appeal found that the
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High Court erred in striking out the suit when there was no

application before her.

xxiii Having already admitted that its response was filed out of time. and

having admitted that the Respondent has not made any application

for extension of time and there being no evidence of any such

application on record. we submit that it would be futile to rely on

Article 159(2)(d) of the Constitution by the Respondent to insist to be

heard.

xxiv Any right to be heard is subject to other rights of the parties and must

be in accordance. as we have a submitted. with the procedural

requirements of other law the interest of justice that the

Respondent's Response t

xxv The amounts attributable to Vitrod

corporation tax in Kenya. The contra'
<'

Control and management of the Appellant was exercised in Italy. The

amounts were payable by ASI to Vitrociset S.P.A Italy. Furthermore.

the-amounts paid under this contract are clearly monies belonging to

.P.A Italy is not tenable. Vitrociset

titled to be re.,..unerated for services rendered in

Italy in relation to t tract. Vitrociset S.P.A Italy's obligation is to

talian Government. which is already at a

accrued in Kenya.

xxvi

higher rate of 22%.

xxvii Relating to the issue of Withholding Tax. the Appellant submitted

that the Commissioner cannot have his cake and eat it too. In other

words. the Commissioner cannot contend on one hand that the

professional fees of Kshs.12.242.607/= are not allowable. and then.

on the other hand proceed to charge the same professional fees to

withholding tax at 20%.

xxviii The Commissioner has charged Withholding Tax at 20% on

professional fees amounting to Kshs.12.742.607/= yet he has already
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disallowed that expense in the sum of Kshs.22,565,013/= and has

subjected that amount to corporation tax of 37.5% already. The

Commissioner has deemed the professional fees to be an imported

service. He has then charged reverse VAT at 16% on professional fees

amounting to Kshs.12,742,607/= yet he has already disallowed that

expense. The above treatment clearly constitutes double taxation.

xxix Similarly, we submit that the Commissioner cannot on the one hand

disallow the professional fees of Kshs.12,242,607/= and then on the

other hand, seek to deem the payment of that amount to be

imported services and proceed arge reverse VAT of 16% under

the VAT Act.

xxx w where the Court of Appeal for

East Africa dealt with a similar issu sso Standard Eastern Inc. v

Income Tax [19.;71]E.A. 127. Duffus P, ) agreed with the holding

ourt and observed tli ".. .in the case before

me, the contract
~theiRefinery Comp

interest was neither accrued in nor was derived from Kenya. In my

opinion, the APP€.t ust be allo)ed. The Appeal is allowed and the

assessment set aside...

LAW (JA) "..•after careful consideration, I am of the opinion that the

true source or derivation of this income was the contract of loan,

which was executed in New York, in which place the loan and the

interest thereon were repayable. In the hands of the receiver, the

interest is derived the contract made in New York, and it is

immaterial from the Respondent's point of view where the money

constituting the interests actually came from ...in the case under

consideration, the originating cause of the income was the loan made

in New York, from which arose the obligation to pay interest so that

the interest is derived from the American contract."
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xxxi Nevertheless, Vitrociset S.P.A. Italy shared out part of its income

received from the contract, with its Kenyan Branch at the rate of

33.33% and 66.67%, respectively. In this respect, only 66.67% is

taxable in Kenya. However, the Respondent sought to bring to tax

100% of the income incorporating the 33.33% which is income

earned by the Italian company.

xxxii The Appellant has demonstrated that its income was derived in Italy;

payment was made in Italy, to the Italian Company, by the Italian

entity. The Italian Company then distributed a share of the income to

'"the Kenyan Company. How canvthe Kenyan company then be liable

for 100% of corporation tax

19 RESPONDENT'S ARGUMENTS

i) The Respondent argued that the appeal was defective due to the fact

that the Appellant did not avail the copy of the Income Tax

Objection dated 7th August 2013, which was the primary Pleading
(~. ~ ~

from which the de'cision bel . ealed emanated. 'he Respondent. '~
also sufmitted that although th A.li bjection dated 7th August

Objection was primary ana no, decision could be reached without the

main pleading on record which was the Income Tax objection.

ii) The Respondent further argued that the omission goes to the root of
~~ .y

the Appeal and the"'THbunal cannot make a decision on the merits of
'ii

the casewithout that Income Tax Objection on record. According to

the Respondent, an Appeal was only proper where the primary

document/pleadings leading to the decision from which an Appeal

was preferred was on record.

iii) Further, the Respondent expressed that the failure of the Appellant to

file a proper appeal makes the whole record incomplete and

incompetent as the Tribunal could not make a decision on an Appeal

which was not proper.

iv) The Respondent cited that the Supreme Court of Kenya in Zacharia

Okoth Obado V Edward Akong'o Oyugi & 2 Others (2014) eKLR,

when faced with an incomplete Record of Appeal, where in the
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Notice of Appeal had not been served, referred to Law Society of

Kenya V. The Centre for Human Rights & Democracy & 12 Others,

Petition No. 14 of 2013 (Law Society Case) in which the Court stated:

"The Notice as its title indicates is a signification of intent by the

potential appellant, to challenge by way of appeal, the decision of a

Lower Court. The Petition of Appeal on the other hand is a

statement of grievance, an appeal cause against the judgement of a

Lower Court. The Record of Appeal is the complete bundle of

determination, including the pleadings, submissions and judgement
from the Lower Court, without, ,~4ijh the Appellate Court would not

be able to determine the A

..... "1f an intending , e to present the Court with a

Notice and Petition of A t the Record of Appeal and

expect the Co " on the basis of these

two, such an a Id be incomplete a .

v) The the Tribunal

Objection on record".

II the contract value was derived

from or accrued in and that the Appellant should account for

the corporation tax .5% on all monies received under the

contract as well as pay VAT at 16% on all monies received under the

contract.

viii) The income in question was earned by the Appellant in Kenya as per

Clause 2.1 of the Contract which clearly states that the Contractor is

appointed to perform services of technical and logistical support to

the Malindi Broglio SpaceCenter in Kenya.

ix) The Appellant provided technical and logistical services to the Broglio

Space Center in Malindi Kenya which is business income under

'e only thing

e and incompetent as

vii)
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Section 3(2)(a)(i) of the Income Tax Act and it was derived and

accrued in Kenya therefore chargeable to Income Tax in Kenya.

x) The total income as stated in the contract between ASI and Vitrociset

S.P.A is chargeable in Kenya as stipulated under the provisions of

Section 3(1) of the Income Tax Act because the total income is

derived and accrued in Kenya.

xi) The Appellant's argument that the repatriation of revenue is based on

certain expenses incurred in Italy should actually have been

supported by full disclosure. Evidence supporting expenses incurred

by Vitrociset S.P.A Italy have n m availed to date therefore the

Appellant's argument canno stantiated.

xii) Services as per Clause 2.1'#~he contract were reviewed during a tour

of the business and it was established that the activities were all

performed at the Broglio Space Center ~alindi, Kenya.

d.)

e.) but not limited to, sanitation,

hygiene, cleaning, laundry, cafeteria

xiii) The Appellant that substantial activities are

performed at Vitrociset S., ,.'A Italy whereas our observation indicates

that only the Contract Performance Manager who is paid from the

proceeds of the contract price is based in Italy. Section 15 of the

contract (Appendix V) spells out that the Appellants organizational

structure and confirms that all other staff are deployed at the Space

Center in Kenya as per technical specifications of the contract.

20. TRIBUNAL FINDINGS

i) PRELIMINARYOBJECTION

a) The Constitution under Article 159(2)(d) states that "justice

shall be administered without undue regard to technicalities".
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In its scope, it counters the crippling impact that technicalities

have had in dispensation of justice. When used in the legal

context, technicalities refer to strict rules of procedure, points

of law or a small set of rules as contrasted with intent or

purpose of substantive law.

b) Prior to enactment and promulgation of the Constitution of

Kenya 2010. which in good conscience of the law has given

technicalities in the law a "by-pass kick". many innocent

c)

Kenyans were denied justice by having their cases dismissed.
A.

In the case of Abdirahman Abdi -vs- Safl Petroleum Products
~v

Ltd and 6 Others Civil Application Number, 173 of 2010, the
Al!i!!~~'"

court held that "The overriding objective in civil litigation is a
~ ~

policy issue which the court invokes to obviate hardship,
~

expense, delay and to focus on substantive justice" .
~ ~

On the issue of application of the overriding objectives and
ee ~

technicalities. the Su reme Court in Raila Odinga and 5 others

-vs- the Inde endent Electoral and Boundaries Commission

d)

and others. stated that, "It may be argued that the Supreme
ow ~~

Court ought to apply the principle of substantialjustice, rather, ~ ,

than technicalities'.
c

e) The ultimate goal of justice should not be defeated due to
~

technicalities in the law, and instead a spirited commitment to

the constitutional obligations to ensure justice is served
~

without undue delay and regard to technicalities must be

observed.

ii) Section 3(1) of the Income Tax Act says "Subject to and in accordance

with this Act, a tax to be known as income tax shall be charged for

each year of income upon all the income of a person, whether

resident or non-resident, which accrued in or was derived from

Kenya".

iii) According to Section 18(4) of the Income Tax Act" For the purpose

of ascertaining the gains or profits of a business carried on in Kenya

no deductions shall be allowed in respect of expenditure incurred
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outside Kenya by a non-resident person other than expenditure in

respect of which the Commissioner determines that adequate

consideration has been given; and, in particular, no deduction shall

be allowed in respect of expenditure - (a) on remuneration for

services rendered by the non-resident directors (other than whole-

time service directors) of a non-resident company the directors

whereof have a controlling interest therein, in excess of five percent

of the total income of that company, calculated before the deduction

of that expenditure, or of twenty-five thousand shillings, whichever is

the greater, but no deduction cess of one hundred and fifty

thousand shillings shall be ; (b) on executive and general

administrative expense e extent that the Commissioner

n a non-resident personiv) Section (5) of t

Kenya the gains

d withou

he permanent

respect of in , royalties or

nt person and by

e loss or gain with respect to net

ablished between the permanent

ign head office or other offices of

v) x Act further says "For the purposes of

Section 3(2)(a)(i) - (a) where a business is carried on or exercised

partly within and partly outside Kenya by a resident person, the

whole of the gains or profits from that business shall be deemed to

have accrued in or to have been derived from Kenya"

vi) The Law is very clear without any ambiguity as cited above. The

profits and gains derived in Kenya by a resident and/or a non-

resident shall attract tax under Kenyan Law.
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vii) It is not relevant whether the contract was signed in Kenya or

overseas when it is clearly established that the profits/gains derived in

Kenya shall be taxed in full in Kenya.

viii) The sharing arrangement between Vitrociset S.P.A. Italy and the

Appellant, shall not make any change to the above status. However,

a fixed ratio sharing arrangement cannot justify that the amount

relates to actual expenditure as the expenditure is expected to vary

each month and each year without any notional charge at a fixed

percentage.

ix) . Kenya and shall be subject to

tax in Kenya, VAT is similarl icable on the full amount.

According to Section 5 of ~ Income Tax Act, as defined at

paragraph 18(iv) •.When a non-resident person carries on a business

in Kenya throu h a permanent estab/~ nt in Kenya the gains or

profits of the t establishment sha ascertained without

any deduction or management or

profes1onal fees pai~r purported oto be paid by the permanent
1!stablishment to the no -reside :s: •••••••••• ", .... '

xi) ¥'C'fT •.••..;·' aO,bve legal provisit:ms c early confirm vlthout any ambiguity
#"

that the Respondent is right in assessing 100% income derived in

Kenya to tax without any COR lderatlon to the sharing arrangement
~

between VitroCiset P.A. Italy aDd the Appellant as authorised by

me Tax Act. Similarly, the Respondent is

within the Law in disallowing the expenses in accordance with the

provisions of Section 5 of the Income Tax Act. Although the

expenses, including the professional fee, were disallowed, these

payments attract VAT as the same was paid and the non-resident

earned the income from the Appellant. The mere fact that these

expenses relate to the amounts earned by a non-resident shall subject

these expenses to VAT at appropriate rate(s). Disallowing these

expenses does not invalidate the fact that the non-resident earned

these amounts from Kenya and accordingly the same attracts

Withholding Tax at the applicable rate.

x)
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xii) The Tribunal is of the opinion that the remittance of post-tax profits

to the Head Office, Vitrociset S.P.A. Italy, by its branch, the

Appellant, shall not be subject to Withholding Tax (WHT) as any

attempt to subject the same to WHT results into double taxation.

xiii) The payment made by the Applicant to its Head Office cannot be

considered as dividend as the Appellant is only a branch of the

overseas company, Vitrociset S.P.A. Italy.

xiv) The Respondent relied on Section 35(1) of the Income Tax Act, which

states that -

"A person shall, an amount to a non-resident

person not having a perman ablishment in Kenya in respect of

a) a management or professiona

(b) a royalty;

(c) a rent, pre

of property;

(d) a dividend;

interest, includi
J
ption of a bon

nt upon final

that this section-applies only t he non-resident person not having a

permanent e~Dlishment in '~a. In this particular case, the

stablished branch of the non-resident person,

having permanent estab ishfnent in Kenya.

xvi) Furthermore, the payment made by the Appellant to Vitrociset S.P.A.

Italy do not relate to any of the payments mentioned in the Section

35(1) of the Income Tax Act.

xvii) In addition, the payment is made by the Appellant to Vitrociset S.P.A.

Italy from the Appellant's post-tax profits towards remittance of

profits to the Head Office situated overseas by a Branch Office

situated in Kenya.
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21. RULING AND ORDER

l) In response to the preliminary objection(s) raised by the parties, the

Tribunal rules that the appeal shall proceed on its merits without

undue regard to the technicalities.

H) In respect of the substantive Appeal, the Tribunal bases its decision on

the observations outlined above and accordingly orders that the

Respondent withdraws its claim towards withholding tax on the

remittances made by the Appellant to Vitrociset S.P.A. Italy.

Hi) The Tribunal does not see any reason to interfere with the
~

Respondent's ds Corporate Tax, VAT and

Disallowed Expenses and pa . srnisses the Appeal to that extent.

22. Each party shall bear its costs.

ll11t
DATED and DELIVERED in N~IROBI on - ------- day or-

In the presence of:-

LILLIAN RENEE OMONDI
MEMBER

ABDULBASID AHMED
MEMBER

PONA IPALLI V. R. RAO
MEMBER

JOLA WI OBONDO
MEMBER
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